Directions to the Survey Research Center
University of California, Berkeley

Location of the Survey Research Center (SRC)

- **The address** is 2538 Channing Way, and the **telephone number** is (510) 642-6578.
- SRC is located on the **southwest corner of the intersection of Channing Way and Bowditch Street**.
- SRC is in the big wood-shingled building behind the one-story temporary building on Channing way. The entrance faces Channing Way.

Directions from Interstate 80

- From I-80, take the **University Avenue exit**, and continue east on University Avenue for approximately 2 miles to Oxford Street.
- Turn right on Oxford and turn left on Channing Way.
- **For parking**, there is a multi-level city garage near SRC. Enter from Channing or Durant, between Dana Street and Telegraph Avenue.